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Summary
1. Number of people trained: 27,276
2. Number of people reached by awareness campaigns /
social media: 145,264
3. Social media hashtag
# used: #worldrestartaheart, #WRAH #2019WRAH, #CPR,
#InternationalEvent #Pouffie. We were a little bit confused
on the hashtag guidance so we used a variety.
4. Reach of our dedicated video (GFARC & Philips
Foundations): 8,047 views
5. Global evaluation: a great success and commitment on
our channels! The tool-kit should be sent in advance to
National Societies to let them some time to prepare and combine eventually with the World
First Aid Day event (scheduled each 2nd Saturday of September).
We authorize our partners to share that summary and other information related to our campaign on
the web using #GFARC if possible.

Background
“All citizens of the world can save a life”. With these words, the
International Liaison Committee on Resuscitation (ILCOR)
launched in 2018 the first global initiative on cardiac arrest. Each
16th of October is now the annual WRAH day, to raise public
awareness on cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) practice.
Seven out of ten cardiac arrests happen in front of bystanders,
however less than 20% of lay bystanders end up providing first aid1. Furthermore, lay bystander
resuscitation rates differ significantly across the world, ranging from 5% to 80%.
The International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC) has been the world
leading first aid trainer and provider for more than 150 years. Together, Red Cross and Red Crescent
National Societies (RC RC NSs) train each year over 20 million people in first aid worldwide. CPR is
taught by a huge majority of NSs. The IFRC, through the Global First Aid Reference Centre (GFARC),
wishes to promote qualitative first aid education based on scientific evidence and practice.
Therefore made this partnership with ILCOR on such a large-scale event.
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French Society of Cardiology (Fédération Française de Cardiologie) :
https://www.ameli.fr/sites/default/files/Documents/5157/document/arret-cardiaque-bons-gestes_ffc.pdf

Building on the success of the World First Aid Day (WFAD) already held in one hundred countries
and thanks to an effective collaboration with ILCOR, GFARC supported WRAH day through a tool
pack shared with RC RC NSs. Recommendation was also made to NSs to get in touch with their
national or regional Resuscitation Councils or other active partners on this event.
During the mass training of lay people, ILCOR asked to all members of National Resuscitation
Councils (NRCs) to provide information about CPR training which must be as simple as possible
using chest compression-only CPR training. This chest compression-only CPR training being the
minimum requirement, it can be used at national level if it is included in the National Guidelines of
RCRC NS respective countries. If not, traditional CPR can be taught. A focus on children providing
CPR can also be done through the Kid Save Lives initiatives.

Partners and collaboration
The European Resuscitation Council aims to preserve human life by making highquality resuscitation available to all providing trainings, events and guidelines and
coordinating the European Network. They act regionally and internationally in
collaboration with ILCOR which provides a forum for discussion and for coordination
of all aspects of cardiopulmonary and cerebral resuscitation worldwide. Since 2011,
GFARC works regularly with ILCOR and European Resuscitation Council, participating in annual
meetings and in the consensus on science. GFARC first aid guidelines are produced according to
these systematic reviews. Following-up that successful collaboration, IFRC through GFARC is now
organizing the event on a large-scale basis and considers it in future communication work plan. This
year, there was an additional partner Philips Foundation, which has supported us in producing
some tools for African National Societies, organizing massive public training events in the capitals
and, beyond that, starting long-term trainings of trainers plans and providing resuscitation materials
in the communities.
The Philips Foundation is a registered charity that was established in July 2014 as the central
platform for Philips’ Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) activities – founded on the belief that
through innovation and collaboration we can solve some of the world’s toughest challenges and
make an impact where it really matters. Reflecting their commitment to United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals the mission of the Philips Foundation is to reduce healthcare inequality by
providing access to quality healthcare for disadvantaged communities. They are doing that
deploying Philips’ expertise, innovative products and solutions, collaborating with global NGOs,
supporting social entrepreneurs’ innovative healthcare solutions, and focusing the Philips workforce
volunteering activity on a single global healthcare issue for greater impact.
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Events: Global First Aid Reference Centre and National
Societies
GFARC as partner of the Philips Foundation for activities with:
Burkina Faso Red Cross (Ouagadougou) + Red Cross of Niger
(Niamey)
Through the project, GFARC worked with the National Societies to organize a public event in their
respective capital cities, at the Central University on the 26th of October (in Burkina Faso, Niger was
the week of 23rd). Automatic External Defibrillators (AED) and manikins were sent to the
headquarters, a training refresher course was organized with the Trainers of Trainers of each
National Society. These updated ToT were then in charge to train the volunteers, first aiders and
trainers to be ready for the event and in the future. In these countries there is no huge
communication campaign on that disease and the population is not made aware about that. The
Red Cross plays an important role in reaching the communities and training them.

Burkina Faso
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GFARC produced a tool pack including a communication leaflet and pedagogic tools tailored-made
for the National Societies and they used it during their respective events: CPR journey, short
trainings, picture frame, first aid talks, quiz…These events gathered about 30 volunteers per
National Society and were opened by their respective Secretary General. The public was really
receptive during the event and very interested in participating actively in the activities. In Burkina
Faso, many radio spots were released one week before and the first aid coordinator was interviewed
on National TV. The event was really appreciated by young people who were proud to receive the
certificate of attendance and wanted to engage more. In Niger, a whole week was dedicated to the
Restart A Heart Day and various activities were held in the whole country by the National Society.
Both events were a success in terms of participation (equal balance between men and women),
people trained (600) and campaigning. National Societies were really grateful on the support
provided.

Niger

Albania
This year the Albanian Red Cross (ARC) organized events for WRAH. In 4 main ARC
branches the first aid volunteers set up trainings on CPR and how to use an AED
defibrillator. Approximately 300 people were involved in these events.
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Hungary
Activity was a great success in Hungary and many volunteers participated. They had two flashmobs
in Budapest and posted them on social media, they reached 11,692 people, 157 likes as well as 80
shares via Facebook. Videos also still reached a good number of views:
5,200 views: https://www.facebook.com/magyarvoroskereszt/videos/2595004290727438/
5,400 views: https://www.facebook.com/magyarvoroskereszt/videos/2318245771636458/
Teams wished to draw attention of the
importance of CPR. The first flashmob was
held in a crowded square near of the HRC
headquarters, where CPR was performed
with EMS using the song Stayin' alive. The
teams wore a new costume, the First Aid
Hero, which was people's favorite thing.
After the first event, the Heroes went to the
second place by bike! The second flashmob
was organized in one train station with the
Hungarian Red Cross’ partners, the police
department and the National Ambulance
Service. In this place, they had eight policemen and two people from National Police, and also their
First Aid Hero. One policeman played the Stayin' Alive song, and volunteers taught CPR to the
people on the street. Hungarian Red Cross used the pack designed by GFARC for conducting some
activities.

India
Haryana State Red Cross Branch imparted CPR
training to the Instructors of GYM (fitness world)
in Chandigarh on October 20, 2019.
26
candidates were trained in CPR.

Italy
A dedicated website was created by the Red Cross. On the occasion of the second
edition of the "World Restart A Heart Day", the Italian Red Cross wanted to
increase the awareness of all citizens: everyone can learn to save a life, even the
youngest ones! The purpose of this day was to raise awareness and to educate,
also through practical demonstrations, adults but especially the youngest, in order
to give them the tools necessary to intervene during the first moments, in case of
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cardiac arrest and therefore to increase the probability that more and more lives are saved.

Philippines
The Philippine Red Cross is usually used to conduct mass CPR campaigns throughout the different
Red Cross chapters in the Philippines.
The Philippine Red Cross National Headquarters started the celebration by posting on social media
regarding the World Restart A Heart day. The posts also acted as a build up for the event which was
held in the University of Asia and the Pacific in Ortigas.
Social Media Posting: due to the ongoing operation on polio vaccination done by the health services,
the social media posts for the World Restart A Heart Day were slightly overlooked. Compared to the
other posts of the Philippine Red Cross, the event posts fared better.
Mass CPR Training: the total number of students who participated in the event was 382. The
freshmen students of the university were receptive to the topic and were able to do return
demonstration with the use of CPR mannequins provided by the Philippine Red Cross.
Post Metrics (as of November 04, 2019 2:45PM):
October 11-14, 2019 with Hashtags: #WRAH2019 #CPRReadyPH #RedCrossTrained
Total engagement: 209,337 / Total reach: 6,976

Slovenia
Dedicated Website
The ambassador for this event was Former Alpine Skier Jure Košir
who is still very popular. He is an ambassador of many popular
brands due to his influence on social media. He participated in the
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press conference as ambassador and he helped children with special needs to show how to do CPR
and use AED.
Focus of the national campaign was: you have hands and mobile phone always with you (that is all
you need). The objective was to strengthen partnerships and to build network, for example with
media partner Val202 –national radio, Slovenian Red Cross and Association of Medial Students of
Slovenia. Indeed, activities were implemented also by several NGOs and public institutions.
Slovenian Red Cross supported them with posters and flyers and advertising about their
presentations.
Results were better this year in terms of reach (radio time, website, Facebook and other digital
channels), content quality and visibility of workshops and initiative to return knowledge of
resuscitation in school curriculum with the free workshops.

Slovakia
Since 2014, SRC volunteers have been organizing first aid
demonstrations on October 16th. They participated in the
activities in cooperation with the integrated rescue system
of the Slovak Republic - firefighters, police, Samaritans,
operational call centers. They organized the event in
cooperation with the Slovak Resuscitation Council, cooperation shopping centers.

Croatia
A number of Red Cross branches organized revival workshops across
Croatia, some in collaboration with institutions responsible for
emergency medicine, firefighters and the police. An example here
from Istria County.

Denmark
Danish Red Cross had first aid demonstrations in 11 Red Cross second hand shops around the
country. 10-20 people were trained in CPR at each of the 11 shops: so appx. 150 people in total.

Mexico
As every year, a call was held at the national level to participate in the State delegations and carry
out several activities in the month of September, not only on the world first aid day but also adding
the World Restart Heart Day. This year there were free events opened to the general public, around
the issues of: wounds, hemorrhages, fractures (bandages), mobilization and transport of injured
people, CPR workshops (Adult, Child, Baby), awareness raising on secondary prevention issues and
first aid. An important activity on social network was also noticed.
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GFARC MEDIA REPORT

Name of the post
Cover photo
Video CPR
Photo of the team
during ERC
Announcement of the
event with Burkina Faso
Red Cross
Announcement WRAH
Advert for Italian RC
Video CPR
Video CPR
Event in France-GFARC
Poster
Video CPR
Poster (Hungarian Red
Cross)
Video from Sri Lanka
Tool pack
Tool pack
Video Japanese Red
Cross
Post (photo) for Niger
Tool pack
Annoucement status for
events in Niger and
Burkina
ILCOR Material
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Date

Likes

People
reached

Comments Shares

Engagements

02-oct
25-oct

81
37

812
0

60
6

7,629
769

420
80

03-nov

69

1

5

1,634

111

25-oct

22

0

2

929

53

18-oct
17-oct
16-oct
16-oct
16-oct
16-oct

32
15
11
38
25
43

0
0
0
0
0
0

3
9
1
6
0
23

593
474
245
1,322
507
1,322

63
80
32
88
40
199

16-oct
11-oct
10-oct
07-oct

28
26
29
13

0
2
2
0

5
7
3
1

1,044
846
813
379

57
77
79
33

06-oct
06-oct
04-oct

36
41
30

0
0
0

17
2
5

893
781
726

108
74
82

02-oct
23-sept

10
39

0
0

0
3

438
814

14
106

ILCOR website
Challenge Chain of
survival
ERC event page for
WRAH
Events in Niger
TOTAL

07-sept

14

1

4

379

43

05-sept

7

0

0

507

26

05-sept
31/10/2020

18
31
695

0
0
818

2
2
166

576
630
24,250

48
44
1,957

Top posts
[INTERNATIONAL EVENT] - Today is the launch of World Re-Start a Heart Day! #WRAH2019 #CPR
#GetTrainedToday #PublicEvent - Global First Aid Reference Centre ILCOR ERC - European
Resuscitation Council & Philips Foundation are very pleased to organized this with Red Cross/Red
Crescent Networks and National Resuscitation Council!
[ANOUNCEMENTS] In partnership with Philips Foundation GFARC is glad to organize World ReStart a Heart Day Activities in Niamey (Croix-Rouge nigérienne - Page) and Ouagadougou (CroixRouge Burkinabe)�😍❤️🎊
#CPR #Videos #Game #FirstAidForAll
All world citizens can save a life. That is why the Philips Foundation and #RedCross are celebrating
World Restart a Heart Day by announcing events in Niger (Oct-24) and Burkina Faso (Oct-25) to
provide #CPRD training and significantly increase chances of survival #WRAH2019

Toolpack

Toolpack Niger/Toolpack Burkina Faso/Toolpack English/Toolpack French
A specific GFARC tool pack for WRAH day is available online here in English and French. The tool
pack is focused on CPR. NSs can use it for their WRAH day public event.
-
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A quiz on prevention of cardio-vascular disease, along with its response card

-

A picture frame to print and use for social networks, along with its directions sheet

-

A YouTube playlist including music tracks from all over the world to practice CPR at 100-120
beats/minutes (with the appreciated contribution of NSs)

-

A leaflet on how to react in case of a cardiac arrest – in partnership with Philips Foundation

-

A video on practicing CPR – in partnership with Philips Foundation available on YouTube and
in VLC format

-

A customisable poster to advertise the event

-

This guidance note on the event with a CRP Journey game

The ILCOR as well as national and regional Resuscitation Councils shared also some materials,
available here in English and some other languages, organised by country.
Short basic first aid trainings
Short basic first aid trainings are a perfect flagship activity of WRAH day events. We encourage first
aid trainers to train a maximum number of people on short training shifts, using various teaching
methods (practice with manikins, simulation learning, case studies, role-plays). Rescue breaths are
not compulsory, depending on participants’ willingness and/or training level. If relevant – depending
on local laws and available materials – early defibrillation teaching can be included as well.
 For more details, please refer to the IFRC GFARC Guidelines.
 Estimated to 200 complete downloads

International newsletters
-

GFARC Newsletter (191 countries), Newswire(191 countries), AP Health (38 countries), IFRC
Health (191 countries)

Our focal points are supposed to disseminate that to their national network our communicators and
trainer.
-

French Red Cross newsletter: 13,000 first aiders

GFARC facebook page (6,646 followers)
https://www.facebook.com/GlobalFirstAidReferenceCentre/
Album photo available here, 22 likes
-
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1 post –November 3rd

12

-

1 post - October 31st

-

2 posts – October 25th

13

-

October 18th

-

October 17th

-

14

5 posts – October 16th

15

2 posts - October 11th

16

17

-

October 10th

-

October 7th

-

2 posts – October 6th

-

18

4th of October

19

-

2nd of Octobre

-

September 23rd

20

-

September 7th

-

2 post - September 5th

Youtube video
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXvKVyDA68DQzDDBatLmfvg?view_as=subscriber
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Views
Facebook

Youtube

Twitter

Linkedin

Dropbox

4,594

594

994

970

895

8,047

IFRC posts
International Website: https://www.ifrc.org/en/what-we-do/health/first-aid-saves-lives/

Linkedin page: https://www.linkedin.com/company/ifrc/
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Twitter : https://twitter.com/ifrc

Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/pg/IFRC/posts/
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24

French Red Cross
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Partners on websites

26

Philips Foundation

Conclusion
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We hope that a unified ILCOR – IFRC global WRAH message “CHECK– CALL–COMPRESS” will
further enable our policy makers around the world to take action in this utmost important health
care initiative.

WRAH 2020 will be the next great opportunity for all citizens of the world to join together and show
their respect and support for the promotion and facilitation of CPR education for everyone because
“All that is needed is two hands.”

Global First Aid Reference Centre
International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies
French Red Cross
21 rue de la Vanne | 92120 | Montrouge | France
Tel. +33 (0)1 44 43 14 46 | Email first.aid@ifrc.org
Find out more on Facebook

Hungary
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Croatia

Niger

